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What is Kobushi Multimedia?
Kobushi Multimedia® is a company devoted to the 
production of high quality multimedia products for 
the martial arts. Kobushi Multimedia® is comprised 
not only of professionals in computer programming, 
advertising and graphic design, but also in the field 
of martial arts. 

What does Kobushi Mean?
“Ko”, literally translates as “old”. However, the 
context is one of “traditional” or “classical”. “Bushi”, 
means “warrior”. “Multimedia” is the modern term 
to describe the bringing of text, audio and visual 
media together in an interactive fashion.

   As our name implies, we are devoted to continu-
ing the ideals of the warriors past while presenting 
them in the best possible way for today’s techno-
logical age.

Quality Assurance.
To ensure content quality, we have established 

a wide range of contacts that include many pres-
tigious people and organizations in the field of 
martial arts. These contacts help insure that the 
information contained on our products contain as 
much technical, historical and philosophical infor-
mation as possible.

The majority of our previous products are on 
the CD-ROM format. However, as the technology 
has changed we are currently switching directly 
to the DVD-ROM format. We chose the DVD-ROM 
format because of its high archival potential; its 
broadcast video and sound capabilities and ease of 
use on multiple formats (computers and television).

If you have any questions about Kobushi Multi-
media or any of the products listed here or on our 
web site, please feel free to e-mail at:

 
info@kobushi-media.com 

www.kobushi-media.com

Our Mission Statement.

Our goal at Kobushi Multimedia is in 

creating and designing content rich 

multimedia martial arts products with 

the ease of use. Here at Kobushi Multi-

media we believe that the past masters 

would have left us teaching “aids” and 

“guides” in multimedia format if this 

medium was available to them.
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Product# T-JC-14
Price: $49.95

The founder of the American Society of Classical Judoka, Isao 
Obato held the rank of 8th dan in judo with black belt certifica-
tion in jo-jutsu, iai-do, aikido and jujutsu. Born is Osaka, Japan, 
Obato was a student of Kyuzo Mifune, a Kodokan 10th dan from 
whom Obata said to have learned over 20 Judo kata (pre-arranged 
forms). Many of these kata were not included or completed in the 
Kodokan syllabus. Still others were once there but are no longer 
taught.

Volume 2 in this series demonstrates Judo renraku-waza 
(combinations) and kaeshi-waza (countering) methods to dozens 
of major nage-waza (throwing) techniques. Also includes many 
examples of early Judo combinations that are illegal in modern 
sport competition.

This CD-ROM also contains the Gonosen-no-kata (forms of 
counter throwing) and Ura nage-no-kata (reverse forms of throw-
ing) shown in their entirety, each move is broken down into the 
individual movements that make up the combinations.

Nearly 1 hour and 30 minutes of M-PEG-1 video.
Includes a Judo Counters Theme Pack (Win9x-NT) and 

MP3 of CD Theme Song.

Product# ICD-15
Price $49.95

This CD-ROM features the hanshi(s) of Seibukan USA: 
Rudy Crosswell 9th dan Hanshi, William Stockey 9th dan Hanshi, 
Mike Sadler 9th dan Hanshi and George R. Parulski, Jr., 8th dan 
Hanshi.

This CD-ROM details:

•A complete look at the history, meaning, philosophy of Japanese 
& Okinawan Karate Kata.
•Over 30 kata explained with text, and demonstrated with video 
(two views).
•Complete with pronunciation guide and detailed analysis of kata 
history and origins.

Over 40 minutes of quality MPEG-1 video with special M-PEG movie 
player. The special player allows for full screen play, looping features, 
slider controls, 2x to 10X speed play and slow motion playback.

The Interactive CD-ROM Series are multimedia CD-ROMs 
designed for Computer viewing containing historical, instruc-
tional, philosophical and technical aspects of various martial 
arts.

Product# T-MG-13
Price $49.95

This CD-ROM demonstrates the manrikigusari of the Okazaki-ha 
Shin Tenshin Shin’yo-ryu. The manrikigusari (manriki meaning 
‘10,000 power’ and gusari ‘chain’) is a chain two feet long with weights 
attached at either end.

Believed to contain the power and ingenuity of 10,000 persons, this 
fearsome weapon was used to disarm and subdue armed and unarmed 
opponents.
Included on this CD-ROM:

Kihon-waza - postures, blocking, striking, trapping, correct holding 
methods.

Goho-waza - Situational defenses
Issei-waza - Throwing and Bound chain techniques
Tenchi-waza - quick draw and striking methods
Shumoku-waza - formal kata called tanto-dori-no-manriki (chain 

taking knife)
Ippu-waza - atemi-ho (vital striking points)

History of the manrikigusari
History of the Shin Tenshin Shin’yo-ryu
Over 150 minutes of MPEG-1 video

MAIN MENU KATA NAMES/TERMS

VIDEO MAIN PAGE EXTERNAL VIDEO VIEWER

:: KARATE KATA VOL.2 - SCREEN SHOTS ::
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Product# T-SB-11
Price $49.95

The founder of the American Society of Classical Judoka, Isao Obato 
held the rank of 8th dan in judo with black belt certification in jo-jutsu, 
iai-do, aikido and jujutsu. Born is Osaka, Japan, Obato was a student 
of Kyuzo Mifune, a Kodokan 10th dan from whom Obata said to have 
learned over 20 Judo kata (pre-arranged forms). Many of these kata 
were not included in the Kodokan syllabus. Still others were once there 
but are no longer taught.

This CD-ROM demonstrates the Shobu-no-kata or forms of 
contest. This kata demonstrates early Judo attacking / defensive com-
petition techniques. Shown in its entirety (moves 1-30), each move is 
broken down into the individual movements that make up the combi-
nations. Each move has accompanying text explanation. The history 
section includes a 25 minutes documentary on Kyuzo Mifune 10th dan 
of the Kodokan.

This CD-ROM also contains a Theme Pack for Win 9x/NT.
(Note: Due to the level of material contained within this CD-

ROM, it is intended for those with previous Judo experience.)

Product# T-NK-10
Price $49.95

This CD-ROM demonstrates the four major nage-kata (forms of throw-
ing) of Okazaki-ha Shin Tenshin Shin’yo ryu. Includes demonstrations 
of the Dai-hachi-kyo (eight major teachings):

• Dai-ikkyo-waza-no-kata (shiho-nage)
• Dai-nikyo-waza-no-kata (irimi-nage)
• Dai-sankyo-waza-no-kata (kaiten-nage)
• Dai-yonkyo-waza-no-kata (kote-gaeshi)

Also included: Explanation of the Okute-no-waza (subset kata) with 
14 different demonstrations, Complete history of the Okazaki-ha Shin 
Tenshin Shin’yo-ryu, theory of technique (omote-ura, irimi-tenkan, 
structure of attacks) and text explanation of techniques, Contains over 
500 techniques.

Product# T-HW-12
Price $49.95

This CD-ROM teaches the te-uchi (hand techniques) found within Ten-
uchi-no-kata of Seibukan karate. Demonstrated on this CD-ROM:
Video discussion and demonstrations of:
 The transmission of power in striking techniques, Analysis of 
proper stances, Hand and soft blocking theories and applications, Full 
explanation of 13 hand weapons in numerous applications
Text explanations of:
 Brief History of Karate and its Practice, History of Dai 
Nippon Seibukan Budo/Bugei Kai, History of Seibukan Karate, 
Seiken-gokui - The essence of the fist, Oi-zuki - The lunge punch heart 
of Seibukan karate, Maxims for the Trainee - by Gichin Funakoshi 
“father of Japanese Karate”
 This CD-ROM contains over a hundred different methods in 
the use of the empty hand rendered in over one-hour and 55 minutes of 
M-PEG-1 video.
 Te-waza includes a Theme Pack for Windows 95/98, NT.

Product # T-KK-09
Price $49.95

This CD-ROM features the hanshi(s) of Seibukan USA: William 
Stockey 8th dan Hanshi, Mike Sadler 8th dan Hanshi and George R. 
Parulski, Jr., 7th dan Hanshi.

This CD-ROM details:

A complete look at the history, meaning, philosophy and politics 
of Japanese & Okinawan Karate Kata. Including texts on: The History 
of Karate, The “Feel” for Kata, Kata & Bunkai, Tension & Relaxation, 
Originators of kata. 

48 kata explained with text, and demonstrated with video (two 
views). Complete with pronunciation guide and detailed analysis.

Over 40 minutes of quality MPEG-1 video. Theme Pack & MP3 
Theme Song included.
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Product# T-SNW-07
Price $49.95

Judo techniques are continually being evaluated and reevaluated, and 
occasionally are revised according to the results of those evaluations. 

New techniques of throwing and grappling especially are often 
being used in competition around the world, as well as variations of old 
techniques in self-defense.

New techniques are being recognized as legitimate Judo techniques, 
and thus accepted by the rules of contest Judo as well as Judo as a 
martial art.

Thus, there are many new techniques that have been developed 
and recognized by the Kodokan beyond the original Go Kyo no Waza 
(forms of five). 

The complete Shinmeisho-no-waza of Judo is a comprehensive look 
at the 17 new added to the gokyo-no-waza.

In addition to the Shinmeisho-no-waza are an additional 8 Kodokan 
throwing techniques, 20 non-classified nage-waza (throwing tech-
niques) and 11 unclassified ne-waza (groundwork techniques).

Product# T-JJ-06
Price $49.95

Upon losing a duel with the famed swordsman Minamoto Musashi, 
Muso Gonnosuke Katsuyoshi retreated to meditate upon his defeat. 
According to legend, while meditating he received a dream, “beware 
the vitals of the log”. It was from this dream that inspired Gonnosuke to 
develop Jojutsu or “the art of the 4' staff”. Upon mastering this famed 
weapon Gonnosuke when on to be the only one in all Japan to beat 
Musashi in a second duel.

This CD-ROM details the Beginner and Intermediate levels of 
Jojutsu in the Okazaki-ha Shin Tenshin Shin’yo ryu. This production 
includes over one hour and thirty minutes on M-PEG video detailing:

•1 to 25 tandoku-renshu (single forms) with applications.
•Kumi-tachi (two man sets) of the jo staff in various situations. 

Including defenses against empty hand attacks, bokuto (wooden sword), 
tanto (knife) and another jo staff. Jo-tori (grappling sets 1-6).

•Higamatsu-no-jo (solo kata). 
•History of the jo staff.
•Texts on stepping and stances in martial arts. 
All techniques are fully demonstrated in slow and actual speeds 

with explanations.
The Complete Jo-staff includes the ability for print functions and a 

Theme Pack for Win 9x-NT4.

Product# T-KJ-08
Price $49.95

This is the companion volume to the first CD-ROM, Sword of the 
Samurai -Iai-jutsu techniques of the Okazaki-ha Shin Tenshin Shin’yo 
ryu, Mr. Parulski is a menkyo-kaiden (fully licensed teacher) of the 
Shin Tenshin Shin’yo ryu. He currently holds the position of Shihan 
(chief instructor) for the Kokusai Okazaki-ha Shin Tenshin Shin’yo ryu 
Bujutsu Kumiai under Michiaki Horikawa (10th dan Soke). 

This CD-ROM details: Reishiki (etiquette) with sword and bokuto 
(wooden sword), Bokuto Training Drills, Suburito (heavy bokuto 
strengthening exercises), Kenjutsu Kamae (postures), Striking out from 
kamae, 11 Kihon-waza (basic techniques) of the live sword, Happo-no-
kamae (postures in the eight directions) and Happo-no-kiri (cutting in 
the eight directions), Kumi-tachi (two man sword forms) for shomen-
uchi, yokomen-uchi, tsuki, hiza-kiri, An Overview of Cutting, Basic 
Kenjutsu Knolwedge, History of the Japanese Sword, Famous Sword 
Duels, 18 minute M-PEG Video of the Samurai in History and a 53 
page Searchable Glossary.

Sword of the Samurai - Kenjutsu includes a Theme Pack for Win 
9x-NT 4.

Product# T-NRJ-05
Price: $49.95

Nihon-ryu jujutsu is the open jujutsu division of the Dai-Nippon Seibu-
kan Budo/Bugei Kai. Nihon-ryu is based—in part on—the teaching of 
Mochizuki sensei’s, Yoseikan jujutsu.

This CD-ROM details the beginner to intermediate levels of the 
Nihon-ryu jujutsu system. Included on the CD:

•MPEG video of sets #1 through #7 (approximately 63 techniques 
with 45 min of video) with various angles and commentary including the 
ability for double size M-PEG playback.

•Complete history of Nihon-ryu and Seibukan.
•Complete Rank Requirements for testing including correct Japanese 

terminology and pronunciation. 
•Seibukan Nihon-ryu Jujutsu has the ability for search and print 

capabilities.
Nihon-ryu Jujutsu includes a Theme Pack for Win 9x-NT 4.
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Product #T-SS-03
Price $49.95

This is the updated CD-ROM version 
to the best selling book, Sword of the 

Samurai (in print since 1985) by George R. Parulski, Jr. Mr. Parulski, a 
menkyo-kaiden (fully licensed teacher) or the Shin Tenshin Shin’yo ryu, 
was an uchi-deshi (personal student) of the late headmaster Kanyemon 
Akira Okazaki. He currently holds the position of Shihan (chief instruc-
tor) for the Kokusai Okazaki-ha Shin Tenshin Shin’yo ryu Bujutsu 
Kumiai. 

This CD-ROM details:
•Seitegata (standard forms) 1-25 of Shin Tenshin Shin’yo ryu iai-

jutsu (the art of drawing the sword and cutting in a single motion). Each 
seiteigata is fully described with text, annotated slide show and M-PEG 
video with the ability for full screen playback.

•An introductory look at the advanced sword forms of the Shin Ten-
shin Shin’yo ryu called Tsuki-no-kata (forms of the moon). 

•History, philosophy, strategy and theory of Japanese Swordsmanship 
including a 15 minute M-PEG video clip on the making of the Japanese 
sword.

•Full color diagrams of the Japanese sword detailing parts of the 
naked blade as well as classical sword mountings.

Product #T-CJ-04
Price $49.95

The Complete CD-ROM of Judo 
examines the forty basic throwing tech-
niques referred to as Gokyo-no-waza 
(Techniques of Five). 

The Gokyo-no-waza, or “Techniques of Five,” are five sets of 
throwing techniques consisting of eight throws per set. Each throw is 
detailed in M-PEG video with complete explanations of kuzushi - (the 
steps in off-balancing), tsukuri - (the steps of moving in after the act 
of throwing him off balance), and kake - (the execution of the throw 
itself).

Also included on the CD-ROM:
•Major counter throws to the various gokyo.
•Major osae-komi (pinning techniques), kansetsu-waza (arm lock-

ing techniques), shime-waza (choking techniques), and kime-waza 
(self-defense techniques) of Judo.

•As an added bonus, the complete Go-no-kata (forms of hardness) 
which is a synthesis of Dr. Jigoro Kano’s Judo and Gichin Funakoshi’s 
Shotokan Karate.

•Vintage footage of  Dr. Jigoro Kano the founder of Judo per-
forming techniques plus a 15 minute M-PEG video of the history of 
Kodokan Judo.

•Complete history, theory and principles of Judo detailed in M-PEG 
video and text explanations with print functions.

Product #T-ST-01
Price $49.95

This in-depth study details the Toride 
(hidden grappling moves) within the 

Heian kata (peaceful mind forms) of the Seibukan karate system.

This CD-ROM details:

•The complete five Heian kata’s. 
•Multiple examples of Toride applications for each of the major 

kata movements.
•An introduction to the first four sets of Yakusoku-Ippon kumite 

(over 30 separate techniques) and set one of Nage-waza (throwing 
techniques).

•Vintage 1950’s footage of JKA masters performing the Heian 
kata.

•Over an hour of techniques demonstrated in full motion M-
PEG with full screen playback. 

•Includes a text explanations of Seibukan Karate / Toride, glos-
sary of terms, a history of karate for reference.

Seibukan Toride includes a Theme Pack for Win 9x-NT 4.

Product #T-WK-02
Price $49.95

The Way of Karate is compilation of 
selected writings by Gichin Funakoshi 
the father of Japanese Karate. Gichin 

Funakoshi is considered one of the patron saints of the Japanese Budo 
(martial ways).

This CD-ROM details:

Entering the Way - Funakoshi describing his beginnings. 
Training for Life - On making karate-do for all aspects of life.
Karate Kyohan - A technical thesis on karate-do. 
Karate Nijukajo - Shotokan karate’s 20 precepts (new translation in 

English with commentary).
A complete history of Shotokan karate.
Rare M-PEG video footage of Funakoshi performing karate tech-

niques and kata (forms).
Vintage M-PEG video of JKA Masters demonstrating 21 Classical 

Shotokan kata as well as classic training methods.
Over 30 minutes of video in all with complete text search and print 

functions.
The Way of Karate includes a Theme Pack for Win 9x-WinNT 4.
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Chuden Requirements –
Vol. 3

“Methods of Weaponry” 

Product #V-STSR-03
Price $29.95

Volume three details the use of the jo (4’ 
staff) against empty handed and armed opponents. This volume 
also takes a unique look at the manriki-gusari (weighted chain) in 
a variety of attack and defense situations.

Chuden Requirements – 
Vol. 1

“Methods of Jujutsu” 

Product #V-STSR-01
Price $29.95

Volume one details the techniques of jujutsu, 
where the use of leverage, off-balancing and a multitude of tricks 
(waza) create a unique category of combat.

Chuden Requirements –  Vol. 
2 

“Methods of Aiki-jujutsu” 

Product #V-STSR-02
Price $29.95

Volume two details the techniques of 
aiki-jujutsu, where the use of irimi (entering) or tenkan (circular) 
energy lead to an opponent’s downfall.

The Martial Arts Video-CD-ROM Series are proprietary mpeg 
CD-ROMs designed to be viewed on computer through 
Kobushi Multimedia’s interface or through third-party MPEG 
viewers. These VCD’s focus on the technical aspects of the 
martial arts.

Product #V-LKJ-04
Price $29.95

Isao Obato was a student of K. Mifune, a Kodokan 10th dan from 
whom Obato said to have learned 20 judo kata (pre-arranged forms). 

Many of these kata were never included in the Kodokan syllabus. 
Still others were once there and are on longer taught.

This video teaches Go-no-kata (forms of hardness) showing the 
link between Funakoshi’s karate-do and Kano’s judo. Renko-ho-no-
kata (forms of arrest) teaches ancient control holds, while Go-no-sen 
(forms of counters) teaches defenses against common judo tachi-waza 
(standing throws).

Product #V-JNW-05
Price $29.95

Strategy is in an integral study in the development of ones ability 
in Judo. 

This production details strategies in the application of Judo osae-
komi (pinning), kansetsu-waza (joint locking techniques), and shime-
waza (choking techniques). 

This production contains multiple examples of attacking and 
defending techniques at a variety of angles.



US Shipping
Kobushi Multimedia® shipments will be sent by US Mail Priority 
Insured. Charges are as follows:

Shipping and Handling US Mail Priority Insured
1-2 items   $6.00
3-4 items   $8.00
5+ items    $10.00

International shipping
We only ship International Orders by Registered Insured Mail. 
Feel free to call, fax, or e-mail us if you have any questions 
about the various methods or your exact shipping cost. Charges 
are as follows:

Shipping and Handling Registered Insured Mail
1-2 items   $15.00
3-4 items   $18.00
5+ items    $20.00

International payments must be made with VISA or Master-
Card to facilitate foreign currency transactions. Recipients are 
responsible for paying respective duties and taxes. All foreign 
checks, money orders, etc., add an additional charge of $7.50 
US funds for processing fee.

Refunds:
20% restocking fee. No refunds for postage. Must have RMA 
number or we cannot accept refunds. All non-accepted refunds 
will be returned to the customer at their expense.

ORDER FORM I prefer to use my:

Card No.:

Exp. Date:

Signature:

Name:

Address:

City:

State/
Prov:

Postal 
Code:

Signature:

Name:

Address:

City:

State/
Prov:

Postal 
Code:

Information as it appears on card:

Amount included:

Quanity: of:

Prices in U.S. Funds ONLY

Product #:

Important note: Please take into account shipping 
charges and include them in the final payment total.

ORDERING  INFORMATION

3-Digit Code*:

Note about the 3-Digit Security Code: On a Visa & MasterCard, please turn your card over and look 
in the signature strip. You will find (either the entire 16-digit string of your card number, OR just the last 4 
digits), followed by a space, followed by a 3-digit number. That 3-digit number is your card security code.

* What’s this? See note bottom of page.

Enclosed check(s) + $7.50 processing fee (US funds) payable to: 
EASY WAY PHOTOGRAPHY —  P.O. Box 321,
    Webster, NY 14580
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